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INTRODUCTION

Enhancing aerodynamic characteristics 
through the use of devices is a dynamic area of 
research within applied aerodynamics [1, 2]. 
Among the most widely adopted devices for im-
proving aerodynamic performance are Trailing-
Edge Devices affixed to the rear edge of surfaces 
[3]. One such device is the flap, a Trailing-Edge 
Device primarily employed to augment the aero-
dynamic efficiency of wings during flight. Among 
the myriad flap variations, miniature Trailing-
edge devices (abbreviated as mini TEDs) hold 
particular fascination among researchers [4, 5]. 
Miniature Trailing-edge devices encompass an ar-
ray of flow control mechanisms positioned at the 
Trailing-edge of airfoils. In comparison to con-
ventional control surfaces, mini TEDs are nota-
bly diminutive. While conventional Trailing-edge 

flaps typically occupy 10% to 30% of the local 
wing chord, mini TEDs generally are constrained 
to a size of 2% or less of the wing chord. These 
mini TEDs encompass various flap types, such as 
the Gurney flap, Divergent Trailing-edge (DTE) 
flap, and split flap, as depicted in Figure 1.

The Gurney flap (GF) is a perpendicular flap 
attached to the underside of the profile at the 
Trailing-edge, characterized by a geometric pa-
rameter denoting its height (hGF). The Divergent 
Trailing-edge flap signifies a modification to the 
Trailing-edge, defined by two geometric param-
eters: length (lDTE) and height (hDTE). Meanwhile, 
the split flap, a hinged flap situated anterior to the 
Trailing-edge, is described by three parameters: 
the location of the split-flap hinge (xSF), the length 
of the split-flap (lSF), and the deflection angle of 
the split-flap (δSF). The Gurney flap was initial-
ly employed in motor racing, with driver Dan 
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Gurney pioneering its application. He was the 
first to affix a straight flap atop his car’s spoiler, 
designed to enhance tire grip during acceleration 
and cornering [6]. The Gurney flap has found 
promising applications in wind turbine blades [7] 
and shows high potential for drones at low Reyn-
olds numbers [8]. The Gurney flap has found 
utility in transonic flight, sparking interest in its 
impact on wing aerodynamics, primarily centered 
around augmenting lift generation. This increase 
in lift translates to shorter runway requirements 
and improved payload capacity. Furthermore, an 
elevated lift-to-drag coefficient ratio offers nu-
merous ancillary benefits, including reduced fuel 
consumption and enhanced aircraft range.

Robert H. Leibeck [9] conducted experimen-
tal research to explore the effects of a simple flap 
on boosting lift for the Newman profile at sub-
sonic speeds. His observations revealed that lift 
increased while drag decreased for specific angles 
of attack. He posited that, for optimal aerodynam-
ic performance, the Gurney flap’s ideal height 
typically falls within 1 to 2% of the wing’s chord 
length. Despite advancements in geometrical pro-
file optimization techniques [10], there remains 
room for enhancing the aerodynamic perfor-
mance of transonic profiles by merely modifying 
the Trailing-edge—altering its direction or intro-
ducing alternative solutions [11]. Computational 
simulations conducted by B.E. Thompson and 
R.D. Lotz [12] demonstrated that employing the 
Divergent Trailing-edge (DTE) flap resulted in a 
rearward shift of the boundary layer separation 
point along the top edge of the profile, thereby 
improving efficiency.

Nonetheless, the Gurney flap exerts a more 
pronounced influence on profile performance than 
the Divergent Trailing-edge (DTE) flap, offering 
a more straightforward solution that doesn’t ne-
cessitate fundamental profile shape alterations. 
Y.C. Li conducted experimental investigations 

into the Gurney flap and the Divergent Trailing-
edge flap’s impact on airfoil aerodynamics, as 
presented in [11]. The findings indicated that, in 
contrast to the DTE flap, the Gurney flap wielded 
a more significant influence on lift and aerody-
namic efficiency.

T. Yu et al. explored the effect of Gurney flap 
height variations on the RAE-2822 profile using 
numerical analysis, encompassing subsonic and 
transonic speeds across different angles of at-
tack at specific Mach numbers [13]. Generally, 
they observed that increased Gurney flap height 
resulted in elevated lift production. However, the 
highest maximum lift-to-drag ratio was attained 
at a flap height of 0.25% of the chord length.

The primary application of the Gurney flap 
at subsonic speeds involves recuperating lost 
lift. For instance, a variable leading edge slope 
(VDLE) profile was introduced in helicopters to 
manage dynamic stalls and associated adverse 
pitch moment alterations. This, however, came 
at a cost of a 10% lift loss. The Gurney flap was 
affixed to regain lost lift at the Trailing-edge. 
Chandrasekhar [14] noted that, due to significant 
changes in rotor blade angles of attack, optimiz-
ing the Gurney flap’s height was imperative, 
with a height of 1% chord length deemed most 
effective. Maughmer [15] pointed out that the 
detrimental increase in drag induced by the Gur-
ney flap is primarily linked to its height; larger 
sizes progressively elevate drag. Several studies 
have sought to optimize the Gurney flap’s size, 
revealing that its effective height typically falls 
between 1% and 2% of the chord length. Giguere 
and other researchers [16] indicated that the opti-
mal lift-to-drag force ratio occurs when the Gur-
ney flap’s height aligns with the boundary layer 
thickness. Yachen Li et al. [17] conducted exper-
imental research on the NACA 0012 profile at a 
Reynolds number of 2∙106, shedding light on how 
the Gurney flap’s location and attachment angle 

Fig. 1. Miniature trailing-edge devices (mini TEDs) [13]
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influence its effectiveness. In all attachment con-
figurations, they observed increased lift and drag 
forces. Optimal performance was achieved when 
the Gurney flap was set at a 45-degree angle, 
with the highest lift force occurring at a 90-de-
gree angle. Mounting the flap at the Trailing-
edge yielded the best performance.

In [18], the authors presented test results for 
miniature Trailing-edge devices, including the 
Gurney flap, Divergent Trailing-edge flap, and 
split flap. Experimental and numerical assess-
ments were conducted on the VC-Opt (Variable 
Camber Optimized) profile at a Reynolds num-
ber of 5∙106, spanning rake angles from -3° to 5°. 
These studies demonstrated that all tested mini 
TED types functioned by effectively altering the 
airfoil’s angle of attack and redistributing pressure 
over the rear portion. For a fixed angle of attack, 
lift and drag increased while the heeling moment 
decreased. Mini TEDs significantly influenced 
supersonic conditions in transonic flight, particu-
larly impacting lift and drag characteristics. At 
medium and high lift coefficients, drag reduction 
was attainable, yielding an improved lift-to-drag 
ratio compared to the baseline profile. Reductions 
in overall transonic flow resistance were primar-
ily due to the mini TEDs’ wave resistance offset-
ting their resistance. Exploring the influence of 
geometric parameter modifications, it was found 
that changes in Gurney flap height and split flap 
attachment angle δSF yielded similar effects. How-
ever, the split flap’s impact was less pronounced 
at the same mini TED effective height. The Diver-
gent Trailing-edge flap displayed analogous aero-
dynamic characteristics to the split flap.

In the literature, numerous studies investigate 
the impact of mini TEDs on aircraft aerodynam-
ics for both subsonic and transonic flows [19]
[20, 21]. Given the expanding use of unmanned 
aerial vehicles (UAVs) and their diverse applica-
tions, particularly in the realm of transonic drones 
[22, 23, 24], there exists substantial potential for 
enhancing lift generation. As UAV development 
trends favor compact dimensions and maximum 
payload capacity, the need for devices to boost 
lift becomes increasingly evident. Additionally, 
with the proliferation of electric aviation, there 
is a growing impetus to develop highly efficient 
structures. Utilizing mini TED flaps presents an 
opportunity to enhance the aerodynamic proper-
ties of such structures, motivating the research 
outlined in this article.

Different aircraft types, designed for specific 
purposes like long-distance travel, agriculture, 
or search and rescue missions, require distinct 
internal structures. Strength, weight, and reli-
ability are the primary considerations in aircraft 
structures, dictating the requirements for materi-
als used in construction and repair [25]. Reliabil-
ity is crucial to minimize the risk of unexpected 
failures. Aircraft structures experience various 
stresses, including tension, compression, shear, 
bending, and torsion, which are absorbed by dif-
ferent wing components and transmitted to the fu-
selage. Wings play a significant role in generating 
lift to elevate an aircraft, and they must maintain 
their aerodynamic shape under extreme stresses. 
Therefore, when designing mini TEDs, material 
properties should be considered. The choice of 
materials significantly influences the quality and 
reliability of aircraft structures, which are pivot-
al for progress in the aviation industry. Aircraft 
structures demand lightweight, mechanically re-
silient, and corrosion-resistant materials [26].

This work aims to analyze the impact of ele-
ments affixed to the Trailing-edge of mini Trail-
ing-Edge Devices, specifically the Gurney flap 
and the Divergent Trailing-edge flap, on the aero-
dynamic characteristics of the RAE2822 profile, 
with potential applications in transonic drones. 
Numerical simulations were executed using the 
finite volume method, constructing a two-dimen-
sional airfoil model with mini TED devices – the 
Gurney flap and the Divergent Trailing-edge flap. 
These simulations, conducted through the AN-
SYS Fluent program, facilitated the examination 
of how these flaps and their geometric dimen-
sions influence aerodynamic force coefficients 
and streamline distributions, shedding light on 
their impact on transonic drone aerodynamics.

PROBLEM STATEMENT

Numerical method and governing equation

When analyzing flow using Computational 
Fluid Dynamics (CFD) methods, it is essential to 
determine the nature of the flow through the ap-
propriate functions implemented in the computa-
tional program. The classical Reynolds-Averaged 
Navier-Stokes equations are based on the assump-
tion of incompressible flow, where density is treat-
ed as constant. In the case of steady flow, pressure 
changes associated with velocities close to the 
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speed of sound lead to density variations, and the 
compressibility effects must be considered. When 
studying turbulent motion, the Reynolds hypoth-
esis is commonly used, which describes turbulent 
flow as a superposition of averaged and fluctu-
ating flow components. For compressible flow, 
equations governing the conservation of mass, 
momentum, and energy must be solved. By sub-
stituting defined quantities into the Navier-Stokes 
equations and the equation of state for compress-
ible fluid flow and performing mass averaging op-
erations, in accordance with [27, 28], we obtain 
the following conservation equations in form:
 • Principles of mass conservation [27, 28]:
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∂t = 𝜕𝜕�̅�𝐹 − grad 𝑝𝑝 + 𝜇𝜇∆�̅�𝑉 (2) 

 
 
 
where: �̅�𝑉  [𝑚𝑚

𝑠𝑠 ] – velocity vector, 𝜕𝜕 [𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘
𝑚𝑚3] – fluid density, �̅�𝐹 [𝑁𝑁] – vector of mass forces, 

𝑝𝑝 [𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃] – fluid pressure. 
 
 
 

𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 = 𝜕𝜕𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐
𝜇𝜇  (3) 

 
 
 

 

where: c[𝑚𝑚] – chord, 𝜇𝜇 [ 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘
𝑚𝑚∙𝑠𝑠] – dynamic viscosity, 𝑉𝑉 [𝑚𝑚

𝑠𝑠 ] – flow velocity. 
 
 

𝑀𝑀 = 𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
𝑃𝑃  (4) 

Where: 𝑃𝑃 [𝑚𝑚
𝑠𝑠 ] – the speed of sound. 

 
 – the speed of sound.

The 2D simulations were conducted utilizing 
Computational Fluid Dynamics software, which 
solves the equations governing continuity, mo-
mentum, and energy using the Reynolds-Aver-
aged Navier-Stokes methodology. For this partic-
ular investigation, the k – ω shear stress transport 
(SST) turbulence model was employed [29]. 

Computational domain and grid

The airfoil selected for these simulations was 
the RAE-2822. The analysis incorporated two 
flaps: the Gurney flap and the Divergent Trail-
ing-edge flap. These flaps were affixed directly 
onto the Trailing-edge of the airfoil. The specific 
geometries of these flaps are depicted in Figure 
2, while Table 1 provides detailed information 
regarding their geometric parameters. The flow 
geometry is presented in Figure 3. The computa-
tional domain comprised two parts: semi-circu-
lar with a radius equal to 10c and the square of a 
side 20c to show the complex flow phenomena. 
The dimensions of the computational domain 
are presented in Table 2. A structural C-grid was 
used in the simulations presented, and the total 
number of mesh elements amounted to an av-
erage of 360,000 elements, of which 1,200 are 
located on the airfoil surface. An example of the 
mesh used is shown in Figure 4.

Boundary conditions and numerical 
procedure

The flow was assumed to be two-dimension-
al, compressible, and steady. The airfoil chord 
was a characteristic dimension for the Reynolds 
number. The fluid was an ideal gas (fluid density 
ρ = 1.0226 kg/m3, dynamic viscosity was calcu-
lated from the Sutherland law and was set to μ = 
1.88309·10-5 Pa·s). The boundary conditions ad-
opted for the analysis were as follows:

Fig. 2. Geometric parameters of miniature Trailing-Edge Devices
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Table 1. Configurations of the geometry flaps
No Type Height hGF (hDTE)/c [%] Length lDTE/c [%]

1 Clean - -
2

GF

0,5 -
3 1 -
4 1,5 -
5 2 -
6 2,5 -
7 3 -
8

DTE_4

0,5 2
9 1 4

10 1,5 6
11 2 8
12

DTE_6

0,5 3
13 1 6
14 1,5 9
15 2 12

Fig. 3. Computational domain

 • Pressure-far-field boundary condition was 
implemented to establish the behavior of fluid 
pressure at the outer edges of the computa-
tional domain. 

 • No-slip condition 

1 
 

 (�⃗�𝑢 = 0)  
 

  was enforced to de-
scribe the absence of relative motion between 
the fluid and solid surfaces, ensuring that fluid 
velocity was zero along the profile.

In this study, the k-ω SST turbulence model 
was applied, as it showed promising results for 
both steady and unsteady conditions. The simu-
lation was conducted using the Implicit method, 
and discretization settings were set to Second 
Order Upwind for all parameters. The Residuals 
were discretized to values smaller than 10-6 for 
all equations to achieve high-precision solutions 
in line with convergence criteria. The ANSYS 

Fluent 2021 R1 package was used as the solver 
for conducting compressible flow research. The 
numerical procedures were as follows:
1. The Density-Based solver type and the Vis-

cous heating option were selected for steady 
conditions. 

2. The Ideal Gas model was chosen for air density 
changes, and the Sutherland Model was used 
for dynamic viscosity changes.

3. A value of 0 Pa was set as the Operating 
Pressure.

4. Simulations were initiated by specifying Mach 
number and angle of attack parameters.

Additionally, we integrated pressure and static 
temperature values, obtained from the experi-
mental parameters within the aerodynamic tunnel 
(gauge pressure = 90410 Pa, temperature = 308 K). 
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These values were meticulously selected to align 
with the requisite Reynolds number, which is cal-
culated based on the profile chord, as elaborated 
in reference [30].

Validation of the numerical model

To validate the adopted methodology, the sim-
ulation results for the RAE-2822 profile for M = 
0.731, AOA = 2.81° i Re = 6.5∙106 were compared 
with the results of the AGARD report [30]. To com-
pare the numerical results with the experimental 

results obtained in the wind tunnel, corrections 
were made, and the influence of the walls was taken 
into account. The correction method given in [31] 
was used, considering the measurement tolerance 
of the control experiment presented in the AGARD 
report. Table 3 compares the coefficients of aero-
dynamic forces of the experimental (AGARD) and 
numerical data. Figure 5 displays the pressure co-
efficient distribution for the experimental flow and 
the numerical model, considering the utilization of 
the k-ω SST turbulence model, both with and with-
out the impact of nearby walls. The comparison of 

Fig. 4. An example of the computational domain and mesh distribution of airfoils

Fig. 5 Airfoil pressure distribution by CFD simulation (with and without wall effect 
compensation) compared to the experimental results of the airfoil at Re = 6.5∙10 6
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these results reveals a favorable alignment between 
the simulation outcomes and the reference data. 
Consequently, this numerical investigation’s cred-
ibility is currently under confirmation.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this study, we examined how the geometric 
parameters of both the Gurney flap and the Diver-
gent Trailing-edge flap impact the aerodynamic 
characteristics of a transonic drone wing. This in-
vestigation encompassed various angles of attack 
spanning from -4 to 10 degrees.

Effect of changing the angle of attack 
on aerodynamic characteristics 

Based on our simulations, we determined the 
aerodynamic coefficients for various geometric 
configurations of the Gurney flap and the Diver-
gent Trailing-edge flap at different angles of at-
tack. These coefficients include the lift coefficient 
(CL) and the drag coefficient (CD). We presented 
the collected data graphically in Figures 6 to 10. 
In these simulations, we maintained a Mach num-
ber of M=0.73 and a Reynolds number based on 
the airfoil’s chord length of Re = 6.5·106.

The data are categorized as follows: “CC” 
denotes clean airfoil curves, “GF X%” repre-
sents airfoils with Gurney flap heights of X%, 
and “DTE X%” corresponds to airfoils with 
Divergent Trailing-edge flaps of X% height. 
We also considered two variants of the Diver-
gent Trailing-edge flap, distinguished by the 
ratio of flap length (lDTE) to flap height (hDTE), 

Table 2. Parameters used in the calculations
Characteristic Symbol Value Unit

Chord c 0.47 m

Length ld 30 c m

Height hd 20 c m

Inlet velocity Vin 257.08 m/s

The speed of sound a 352.17 m/s

Table 3. Comparison of research results of the AGARD report with the conducted numerical study (CFD)
Characteristic CL ΔCL CD ΔCD L/D Δ(L/D)

AGARD  
alpha = 3.19°; M=0.730 0.803 - 0.0168 - 47.79 -

CFD, alpha = 2.81°; M=0.731
(wall effect compensation) 0.7385 8.03% 0.01738 3.45% 42.49 11.09%

Fig. 6. Comparison of lift coefficients 
versus alpha of RAE-2822 airfoil (a) with/

without GF, (b) with/without DTE.

a)

b)
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with ratios of 4 and 6. Figure 6 illustrates the 
lift coefficient distribution concerning the angle 
of attack for various flap geometries (GF and 
DTE) compared to the clean airfoil profile. The 
results indicate an increase in lift force for each 
flap type compared to the clean profile. At an 
angle of attack of 0°, the CL coefficient increased 
1.43 times for the GF_20 flap compared to the 
DTE_20_4 flap and 1.62 times compared to the 
DTE_20_6 flap in relation to the clean profile. 
Notably, the Trailing-edge divergence angle for 
the Divergent Trailing-edge flap had a discern-
ible effect on lift increase. Comparing the two 
variants with ratios 4 and 6, an increase in the 
angle resulted in a 1.14-fold lift enhancement. 

This lift coefficient increase was consistent 
across all tested angles of attack. Furthermore, 
the angle at which zero lift was achieved de-
creased for both flap configurations compared to 
the clean profile, with the difference increasing 
as the flap size increased. This implies that using 
flaps generated a similar amount of lift at a lower 
angle of attack, potentially reducing the overall 
drone’s angle of attack and, consequently, drag. 
Figure 7 presents the drag coefficient distribu-
tion concerning the angle of attack for both the 
clean airfoil profile and profiles with flaps. The 
data in the graph suggest that flaps increased 
drag for positive angles of attack while reducing 
drag for negative angles of attack.

Fig. 7. Comparison of drag coefficients of RAE-2822 airfoil (a) with/without GF, (b) with/without DTE

Fig. 8. Comparison of lift coefficients versus drag coefficients of RAE-
2822 airfoil (a) with/without GF, b) with/without DTE

a) b)

a) b)
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Based on the data shown in Figures 8 and 
9, the flap variants achieved the highest aerody-
namic efficiency values at smaller angles of at-
tack compared to the clean profile. As the flap 
size increased, the maximum aerodynamic effi-
ciency value decreased and was achieved at pro-
gressively smaller angles of attack. For angles 
of attack below -2°, the Gurney flap maintained 
higher aerodynamic efficiency values than the 
Divergent Trailing-edge flap. Beyond 8°, the 
applied modifications had little impact on the 
achieved aerodynamic efficiency values, with all 
curves converging closely.

Figures 9 and 10 illustrate the dependencies of 
the lift-drag ratio on the angle of attack and the lift 

coefficient, respectively. In scenarios where gen-
erating high lift is unnecessary, the clean profile 
achieves a better lift-drag ratio. However, when 
additional lift is required on the wing, the GF flap 
profile achieves higher values than the DTE flap 
profile. The developed simulation model aimed 
at investigating the effects of variations in Gur-
ney flaps and Divergent Trailing-edge flaps on the 
aerodynamics of the RAE-2822 profile across dif-
ferent angles of attack has yielded pivotal findings 
and conclusions, as discussed in this scientific ar-
ticle. Both GF and DTE flaps proved to be highly 
effective in increasing the lift coefficient compared 
to the clean profile, a crucial advantage for air-
craft performance, particularly during take-off and 

Fig. 9. Comparison of lift-to-drag ratio versus alpha of RAE-2822 
airfoil (a) with/without GF, (b) with/without DTE

Fig. 10. Comparison of lift-to-drag ratio versus lift coefficients of RAE-2822 airfoil
(a) with/without GF, (b) with/without DTE.

a) b)

a) b)
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Fig. 11. Flow structure and pressure contours on the 
Trailing-edge of RAE-2822 airfoil a) clean airfoil, 

b) with DTE 15_4, c) with GF 30 at alpha=0°

a)

b)

c)

landing. Moreover, within the range of angles of 
attack from -4 to 0 degrees, both types of trailing-
edge modifications demonstrated improved aero-
dynamic efficiency, striking a favorable balance 
between lift and drag for enhanced fuel efficiency 
and range. These modifications also contributed to 
augmenting payload capacity, with Gurney flaps 
offering superior lifting force and size reduction 
capabilities, particularly advantageous for compact 
aircraft like drones. Additionally, Trailing-edge 
modifications held promise for shortening take-off 
and landing distances, which could be beneficial 
in diverse operational scenarios. As technology 
evolves, transonic drones may see increased uti-
lization, further underscoring the potential impor-
tance of Trailing-edge modifications in advancing 
their performance and efficiency.

Notably, Gurney flaps exhibited distinct ad-
vantages, boasting superior lift coefficients com-
pared to DTE flaps of similar size. They excelled in 
increasing payload capacity and reducing aircraft 
size. On the other hand, DTE flaps showcased their 
strength in projects aiming for heightened aerody-
namic efficiency and range, fostering economi-
cal operation and extended aircraft range through 
lower drag coefficients and enhanced overall effi-
ciency. This study underscores the importance of 
selecting the appropriate flap type based on spe-
cific aircraft design objectives, offering valuable 
design flexibility. However, certain limitations and 
considerations emerged from this research. Range 
and economical operation may not be paramount 
for small drones, often operating within short dis-
tances, potentially diminishing the pronounced 
benefits of Trailing-edge modifications in such 
cases. Furthermore, while informative, the study 
calls for further research to deepen our understand-
ing and optimize the application of these Trailing-
edge modifications, hinting at untapped potential 
and unexplored limitations.

Influence of flap applications 
on fluid flow structure

To show the impact of the use of the Gurney flap 
and the Divergent Trailing-edge flap on the image 
of the flow structure, streamlines were generated for 
profiles with flaps and a clean profile for M=0.73 
and alpha=0°. The streamline and pressure distribu-
tion are shown in Figure 11 for a clean airfoil with 
a GF flap and a DTE 15_4 flap. There is no flow 
separation at the Trailing-edge for a clean airfoil. In 
the case of an airfoil with a flap, the boundary layer 
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is torn off, vortices are formed behind the Trailing-
edge, and the vortex area for the airfoil with a flap 
GF is longer than the area of vortices in front of the 
flap GF (on the overpressure side), which does not 
occur for the airfoil with a flap DTE. It can be ob-
served that the streams of fluid flowing down the 
profile due to the action of the vortices are deflected 
downwards, which directly translates into an in-
crease in the lift force, according to the characteris-
tics presented in Figures 6-10.

CONCLUSIONS

In this research, we conducted numerical 
simulations of transonic flow to investigate how 
variations in the dimensions of the Gurney flap 
and the Divergent Trailing-edge flap influence the 
aerodynamics of the RAE-2822 profile across dif-
ferent angles of attack. For both flap types and 
across all angles of attack tested, we observed an 
increase in the lift coefficient (CL) compared to 
the clean profile. Additionally, an increase in the 
drag coefficient (CD) was noted for angles exceed-
ing approximately -3 degrees, with the magnitude 
of this increase dependent on the flap height rela-
tive to the clean profile.

In the range of angles of attack from -4 to 
0 degrees, both Trailing-edge modifications re-
sulted in higher aerodynamic efficiency values. 
For instance, consider the GF_1.5 flap at an angle 
of attack of -1.5 degrees, where the achieved lift 
coefficient was approximately 0.45, representing 
typical cruising conditions. At the same angle, the 
aerodynamic lift-to-drag achieved with this flap 
surpassed the clean profile. Trailing-edge modi-
fications are pivotal in augmenting an aircraft’s 
lift force. Furthermore, when comparing GF flaps 
to DTE flaps of the same size (flap height), GF 
flaps exhibited superior lift coefficients. For the 
design goal of minimizing aircraft size, especial-
ly in the case of drones, GF flaps are superior to 
DTE flaps, allowing a more significant reduction 
in aircraft size. The additional lift generated by 
the GF flap compensates for the decrease in lift 
due to the reduction in aircraft size resulting from 
the design requirements.

Both flaps contribute to increasing the payload 
capacity of the aircraft. Still, due to the greater 
lifting force generated, the GF flap allows a more 
efficient increase in the payload carried than the 
DTE flap. For the above two design goals, GF 
flaps of 0.5% to 2% of the chord length would be 

a good option, as they increase the lift coefficient 
while minimally increasing the drag coefficient. 
The DTE flap is a better solution for projects that 
aim to provide greater aerodynamic efficiency and 
range, as it leads to more economical operation and 
greater aircraft range due to the lower drag coeffi-
cients and better efficiency achieved. On the other 
hand, if the goal is to provide greater aerodynamic 
efficiency and range while reducing the drone’s 
size or increasing its payload, DTE flaps are a bet-
ter solution. However, it is worth noting that range 
and economical operation are not always crucial 
criteria for small drones, which often operate at 
short distances. In such applications, GF flaps usu-
ally better meet the design requirements.

The need for Trailing-edge modifications is 
always based on the design of the aircraft. Using 
a Gurney flap does not always positively affect 
the range of the aircraft, but it may bring other 
benefits. UAVs (Unmanned Aerial Vehicles) 
are a specific group of aircraft whose design as-
sumptions are often more rigorous. Unmanned 
aerial vehicles accelerating to transonic speeds 
are mainly used in military technology due to 
their increased safety during military operations. 
Drones used for research or scientific purposes 
do not need to develop transonic speeds for eco-
nomic reasons. However, it is expected that with 
the development of technology, the use of tran-
sonic drones will become more common. Using 
the considered Trailing-edge modifications may 
translate into an increase in the carried load and 
a reduction in the drone’s size by reducing the re-
quired wingspan. It may also shorten the required 
take-off and landing distance.

Conclusions from the study indicate that Trail-
ing-edge modifications, especially GF flaps, can be 
a crucial element in designing effective and efficient 
aircraft, especially for small drones where payload 
and size are essential. However, further research is 
recommended to understand and optimize these so-
lutions. In further research, it would be worth con-
sidering the effect of mini TEDs at low Reynolds 
numbers, which would allow assessing their impact 
during take-off and landing. Conclusion underscores 
the potential of combining mini Gurney flaps and 
Vortex Generators as passive flow control devices 
to enhance the aerodynamic performance of airfoils 
and wind turbine rotor blades with implications for 
improving the efficiency and power generation. In 
further research, it would be worth considering the 
introduction of Vortex Generators in combination 
with mini TEDs in drone applications. 
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